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Re-Framing the arts dissertation: the visual research abstract as an alternative,
innovative and creative approach to fashion research.
Karen Ryan

School of Art, Design and Architecture, Arts University Bournemouth, Poole, UK

ABSTRACT
The Visual Research Abstract (VRA) was initially conceived as a pedagogical strategy to assist
undergraduate students to navigate and understand the structure of their dissertation and the
theoretical activities relating to fashion research at its earliest stages. The paper is guided by
action research and collects data using a structured online questionnaire across the third-year
(L. 6) and second-year (L. 5) fashion students at a UK Arts University and is aimed to evaluate
and refine the pedagogical method. The research explores the student experience regarding
their application of the tool, and the proposed strategies for refinement. The findings reveal
that the VRA is a useful pedagogical strategy in fashion education to navigate the theoretical
structure of the written dissertation closely aligned to a student’s final major project.
Consequently, this approach has been discussed in the paper and adopted by several subject
disciplines within the Arts University environment.
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1. Introduction

Teaching today in higher education is and should be
challenging. In a pre and post-pandemic world, we
swiftly adapted to using creative blended learning
approaches and combined online and offline teaching
and learning. In practice, teaching is most successful
when using innovative techniques, and recent events
have advanced teaching practice when marrying the
real and virtual worlds. Working within this environ-
ment, the research paper focuses on a Visual Research
Abstract (VRA), the introductory element of the
Research Project (RP). Using visual materials in order
to develop the students’ cultural, creative subject themes
and topics, the Visual Research Abstract (VRA) was pro-
duced in a blended learning environment as a precursor
to the student dissertation or Research Project (RP).

1.1 Definition of terms

The abstract in this paper is referred to as a Visual
Research Abstract (VRA) and was created in response

to internal and external academic feedback and discus-
sion of how to develop a traditional undergraduate dis-
sertation structure (satisfying academic rigour) within a
creative arts university. The purpose of the VRA was to
provide students with an innovative approach, allowing
students the freedom to exhibit a level of creativity along-
side theoretical concepts and research methodology.

The academic dissertation in this paper is referred to
as a Research Project (RP). The research project is 5,000
words and historically comes from a vocational back-
ground and therefore is not referred to as a dissertation;
it is generally considered a dissertation to be anything
upwards of 10,000 words. In terms of comparing under-
graduate dissertations, there can be a contradiction
across subject disciplines between creative research pro-
jects and the traditional dissertation in terms of course
and module emphasis. And although there is always
parity in terms of learning outcomes, assessment,
study hours and credits, a practical outcome sometimes
takes precedence over a written outcome in an arts
environment. And whilst the expression ‘dumbing
down’ (Davidson, Dottin, Penna, & Robertson, 2009)
is not a likeable term, this creative RP sets out that
there is no reason why ‘stylish academic writing’
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(Sword, 2012) should have any less rigour or be any less
extraordinary than the designer/maker culture in a crea-
tive arts university Figure 1

1.2 Purpose

The undergraduate fashion students were initially
briefed to create a poster of their visual research com-
bining text and visual references. The brief (Appendix
1.) was aimed to prepare students for their research pro-
ject and to self-initiate a topic that theoretically under-
pinned their subject specialism. The VRA would be
used to guide them through their research process and
allow them to be formally assessed by academics,
including peer feedback at an early stage of the RP.
The students were additionally given the opportunity
to present their VRA’s, and establish a research topic
question; investigating qualitative research approaches
and methodology. They were also encouraged to relate
their written research project to their practical final
major project; creating a greater personal connection,
investment and interest in pursuing both their projects
simultaneously.

Allowing the student’s themes to be explored visually
at an early stage, gave students the time to present their
argument/question from a creative perspective and
align their VRA to their current work and creative prac-
tice whilst receiving timely feedback. Therefore there
are three defined purposes of this study (i) to explore
the student experience regarding their application of
the VRA tool and propose strategies for refinement
and (ii) to discuss in the literature how a VRA can
encourage inclusivity when written theory is combined
with a visual narrative in the undergraduate research
project and (iii) to look at how aligning the student’s
field of research formally prepares them for creative
scholarship in fashion research and develops key trans-
ferable skills for the fashion industry.

2. Theoretical background

2.1 The fear of writing

One of the main justifications for the inclusion of a
visual research abstract in the structure of an under-
graduate research project was the fact that many of us
are not natural writers or academic theorists, particu-
larly those whose specialisms within the creative fields
use primarily visual methods as their tools and struggle
with writing per se. Many students, particularly those
from widening participation backgrounds are genuinely
terrified of academic writing. Purdy and McClure
(2013) reflected on the writings of Ambrose Manning’s

(1961) study The Present Status of the Research Paper in
Freshman English: A National Survey and showed this
was not a new phenomenon and confirmed that ‘this
anxiety caused by research paper assignments has
been around since at least the 1960s’(Purdy & McClure,
2013, p. 42) and in the absence of Manning’s (1961)
research some may argue for much longer.

In many levels of education, students can find the
theoretical approaches to writing and research quite
alien, and therefore visual research methods can
seem an obvious pedagogical tool, particularly within
an arts environment. Visual research methods and
theoretical approaches can be appealing and encourage
inclusivity for students from widening participation
backgrounds, English for speakers of other languages
(ESOL) and wider groups and individuals to reduce
the fear of writing. In this study the use of the VRA
was also important to consider how creative art stu-
dents prefer to learn and incorporate as much of the
VARK: visual, aural, reading/writing and kinaesthetic
principles in teaching (Fleming & Mills, 1992), in
order to enable differentiated learning. This was dis-
cussed in Nick Carson’s Creative Bloq article (2017)
with Craig Burston (senior lecturer, London College
of Communication) who positively endorsed the use
of visuals in a dissertation as it gives us ‘visually-
minded people an opportunity to demonstrate that
we too can construct arguments and distil complex
notions’ (Carson, N. 2017). Finding innovative ways
of learning and teaching these pedagogical solutions
can become inherently valuable, ‘enriching research
and writing practices of Nextgen students’ (Purdy &
McClure, 2013), whilst being used within a more for-
mal structure of research writing at undergraduate
level.

2.2 Conventional versus alternative forms of
undergraduate research

For the purposes of this study, a literature search for
conventional undergraduate dissertation guides
brought plentiful and available resources. However, in
comparison, there were very few undergraduate guides
relating to primarily visual research, innovative
approaches, methods and processes. Gray and Malins
(2016) suggested that ‘in the absence of an established
and validated set of research methods in art and design,
we have had to be similarly adaptive and inven-
tive’(2016, p. 102). In terms of finding alternative
forms of pedagogy, there is a lack of literature to inspire
students and academics alike to take a more creative and
innovative approach to the dissertation using visual
research.
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There also seems to be some concern surrounding
alternative ways of qualitative research where some aca-
demics ‘are concerned about the rigour of alternative

dissertation research and presentation (Jacobs, 2008)
and a ‘tension that exists between established and emer-
ging standards of ethics and evidence’ (Davidson et al.,

Figure 1. Example of an undergraduate VRA. All Dolled Up. [Image]. At: Bournemouth: Arts University Bournemouth.
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2009; Oliver, 2010). Exploration of the literature found
that many academics questioned the use of visual
resources in qualitative research dissertations ‘consider-
ing some to be lower in status than other forms of
research’(Davidson et al., 2009, p. 9). And often ‘the
insertion of visual sources into the discussion has cre-
ated tension between the traditional form and emerging
innovation’ (Davidson et al., 2009, p. 5). The Authentic
Dissertation (Jacobs, 2008) was one of the few disser-
tation guides that explored alternative forms of under-
graduate dissertation research and presentation and
‘provided a degree of credibility’ (Jacobs, 2008) to
both academics and students in order for them to feel
comfortable that they had applied the necessary rigour
to their arts-based research.

It may be argued that creating and presenting an
abstract and poster is quite common for many post-
graduate researchers and PhD students. The postgradu-
ate poster presentations tend to be associated with
STEM subjects using a visual representation of data
(Gray, Curtis, Young, & Bryson, 2022) and commonly
use tables and graphs alongside text as opposed to the
VRA which narrates an abstract from the outset of the
project. Timing is important as postgraduate research-
ers create poster presentations towards the end of
their research project in order to invite feedback or col-
laboration and share their work at conferences, sympo-
sia, and other events in the future. Therefore the timing,
feedback and output of the VRA highlight significant
differences between the two approaches.

2.3 Creative thinking and visual representation
in a qualitative research project

For a designer and communicator, a design concept
invariably starts by exploring a range of visual imagery
and influences and building a collage to stimulate initial
design project ideas. The generally accepted medium
takes the form of a mood board. These are considered
important for the study of creative subject areas for stu-
dents especially to understand the processes of creative
development and how to improve their own skills. They
are used as an implicit part of an assessment for creative
modules and are fundamental tools used in industry
(Cassidy, 2008). These can be theoretically explained
as a basic ordering of ideas (Buzan & Buzan, 1995)
where ‘the brain finds it easier to accept and remember
visually stimulating, multi-coloured, multi-dimensional
mind maps, rather than monotonous, boring linear
notes’ (Buzan & Buzan, 1995, p. 89) and usually this
may start with a central image representing the subject.

The undergraduate student implements a VRA as a
‘conscious generation of ideas’(Collins, 2010, p. 28)

where instead of using conventional methods of brain-
storming and mind mapping they combine their visual
ideas with the abstract subheadings: research proposal;
purpose; design/methodology/approach; findings;
research limitations/implications; originality/value and
results. These form visual prompts to help students
turn ideas into research (Tuite, 1990; Tufte, 1997).
The VRA was conceived as a combination of a tra-
ditional mood board alongside the theory and method-
ology of a research abstract in order to create authentic
research (Jacobs, 2008) using visual stimuli.

The first purpose of the study was to introduce the
VRA at an earlier stage to encourage students to create
a visual narrative of their research by ‘constructing
visual representations of personal research and then
offering their own perspective’ (Purdy & McClure,
2013, p. 258). Adding a formative assessment point
and an exhibition of work at an earlier stage encouraged
feedback and discussion between academics and stu-
dents, encouraging creative thinking and demonstrating
‘the power of images to spur new directions in one’s
research’ (Sikarskie, 2020, p. 49). This visual overview
of complex material ‘inspired curiosity and provoked
new research questions’ (Sikarskie, 2020, p. 48) and in
some cases took a number of students’ initial research
ideas in a different direction Figure 2.

The second purpose of the study encouraged stu-
dents to align their dissertation research to their practi-
cal outcomes by linking ideas, topics and themes; this
being ‘particularly useful if your own practice forms
part of the research methodology’ (Gray & Malins,
2016, p. 103). By investigating a research subject that
was closely aligned to their final graduating year project
the dissertation became ‘an opportunity to reflect on,
and develop, their creative process as a designer’ (Car-
son, 2017) and gave the students the opportunity to
maximise their research time. This sense of personal
perspective and ownership is a creative, cognitive con-
cept that is recognised as (Kolb, Boyatzis, & Mainemelis,
2001) experiential learning (Kolb et al., 2001; Moon,
2013). David Kolb supported this concept and had
also ‘recognised that learners engage more with the
learning process when they take ownership of a project
or task and are allowed to make discoveries for them-
selves’ (Cassidy, 2008, p. 47).

2.4 The importance of transferable skills for
industry

The inclusion of a VRA into the undergraduate stu-
dent’s RP is ‘formally preparing our graduating students
for conducting creative scholarship in fashion research
and design’ (Black & Cloud, 2009, p. 113) and therefore
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the purpose of the VRA is not only to emphasise the
importance of scholarly skills, in terms of academic
and personal achievements. But also prepared students

‘to create a link between education and practice’ (Cock-
rell, Caplow, & Donaldson, 2000). Having explored
creative thinking and established how designers and

Figure 2. Example of an undergraduate VRA. Has the rise of social media caused gen Z to become a less authentic generation?[Image].
At: Bournemouth: Arts University Bournemouth.
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communicators start a project by exploring visuals,
images and influences to build initial design ideas.
The impact and knowledge associated with the creation
and communication through mood boards cannot be
underestimated, as their use as ‘design and marketing
tools used extensively’(Cassidy, 2008) are fundamental
in the fashion industry.

The techniques for creative thinking (Buzan &
Buzan, 1995) explored in the VRA use a combination
of visual and theoretical sources that could be described
as the three common aspects of the creative process
model (Plsek, 1996): purposeful analysis, imaginative
idea generation and critical evaluation, ‘the importance
of astute creative thinking, alongside expressing yourself
eloquently through the written word’(Creative Bloq,
2017), all are significant for the fashion industry. The
undergraduate designers and communicators who are
able to exhibit transferable skills or ‘knowledge work’
according to Spilka (2009 cited in Purdy & McClure,
2013) make themselves highly desirable. Students ‘who
can do many tasks well and analyse and synthesise
information’ (Purdy & McClure, 2013) benefit greatly
from twenty-first Century skills such as Thrilling and
Fadel’s (2009) Four C’s: Critical Thinking, Communi-
cation, Collaboration, Creativity, that are all highly ben-
eficial and sought after in the fashion industry.

3. Methodology

This case study (Creswell & Poth, 2016; Thomas, 2011)
was an enquiry exploring new developments and inno-
vative pedagogy at a UK Arts University examining the
VRA as a visual research strategy. The research method-
ology examines structured questionnaire feedback from
two year groups; third-year, L. 6 students who had com-
pleted their RP and second-year, L. 5 students who were
about to embark on their RP. This research attempted to
‘observe, reflect, evaluate and refine’ (McNiff & White-
head, 2011, p. 9) the VRA from a student’s perspective
in order to improve the visual pedagogy in the future.

3.1. Research design

The research paper is an evaluative case study and is
guided by qualitative action research (McIntosh, 2010;
McNiff & Whitehead, 2011) and uses predetermined
questions in the form of an online survey to evaluate
the responses of a VRA as a pedagogical tool with
undergraduate students across two courses and year
groups at an Arts University. Using the survey method
was an important basic research method and allows us
to ‘test our theoretical understanding of social pro-
cesses’ (Berends, 2006).

3.2. Sample selection

The study participants were located in a small, regional
art institution. Phase I concentrated on the L. 6 students
of whom 31were fashion design students and 23 fashion,
branding and communication students who had all com-
pleted aVRAas part of their RP.Phase II concentrated on
the L. 5 students, of whom 27 were fashion design stu-
dents and 16 fashion, branding and communication stu-
dents. These were students whowere about to embark on
their final year and had been briefed but not started a
VRA. The research participants included approximately
50 students across two courses BA (Hons) Fashion and
BA (Hons) Fashion Branding and Communication.

3.3. Data collection procedure and validity

With voluntary participation and informed consent, a
structured questionnaire was adopted for data collection
from the two cohorts of students. The questionnaire was
posted as an online survey and served a two-fold pur-
pose, namely in Phase I to ‘observe, reflect, evaluate
and refine’ (McNiff & Whitehead, 2011, p. 9) based on
the completed research projects of the L. 6 students,
and in Phase II to explore the L. 5 students initial reac-
tions to embarking upon a VRA. Upon completion of
the survey, the data were visually analysed using a
stacked bar chart to reflect the year groups’ responses
alongside one another.

3.4. Research instrument

The core data in this study was from student responses
to a structured questionnaire set through an online plat-
form. The structured questionnaire was designed to cre-
ate a positive and neutral method of questioning
(Merriam & Tisdell, 2015) and the format used a five-
point Likert-type (Jacobs, 2008) scale from 1 = Not
very well/wide/deep to 5 = Very well/wide/deep with an
additional comments box available for feedback. The
structured questionnaire was critiqued in terms of
wording and legibility to students by a faculty adminis-
trator before distribution. Additionally, further primary
feedback was received from professional and academic
staff who gave their perspective on the research paper
VRA based on simultaneous discussions with an
internal verification panel set up to assess the Level 6.
written work across the university.

3.5. Data analysis

The survey research data was analysed using a 100%
stacked bar chart in order to visualise the rating scale
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questions and presents the proportion of responses
clearly and compare the relationship between L6 and
L.5 qualitative data in Table 1. below.

4. Results, findings and discussion

Phase I of the initial analysis was collected from the
third year, L. 6. fashion students from design, branding
and communication courses through a structured
online questionnaire who had completed a VRA as
part of their RP in their final academic year at an Arts
University.

Phase II of the analysis was collected from the second
year, L. 5 fashion students from design, branding and
communication courses through a structured online
questionnaire who had not produced a VRA and were
about to transition to their final year with no assumed
knowledge. The questions in the structured question-
naire are outlined in Table 2. and highlight the initial
concepts and themes relating to the research:

Q1. Have you at any time produced a visual research
poster in an educational setting? Focussed on finding
out if students had produced a VRA prior to this
study the data showed that 33.33% of L. 6 students
and 37.50% of L. 5 students had produced a visual pos-
ter in an educational setting whilst 66.67% of L. 6 stu-
dents and 62.50% of L. 5 students had never
produced a visual poster associated with research.
Overall this confirmed that at the start of the project
two-thirds to three-quarters of students had never pro-
duced a visual poster associated with research in an
educational setting which would be interesting in
terms of how the VRA as a new pedagogy would be
received overall.

Q2. How well did you understand the brief for the
research project where a visual research poster/abstract
is a requirement? The L. 6 student’s understanding of
the brief was reflected quite well to very well which
was a higher than expected response from the first
cohort. The L. 5 student’s understood the initial brief
reasonably well to very well which was a larger inter-
mediate response and a wider understanding overall.
In hindsight, both year groups would have benefited
from completed visual examples, but these were not
yet available as the VRA as a tool was in its initial stages.
However, these would be implemented as standard
going forward.

Q3. How wide a search (range of resources used) did
you conduct to source inspiration/data for the visual
research poster/abstract? This looked at the breadth of
resources that students were planning to use for their
VRA and positively reflected a reasonably wide to
quite wide response to the use of resources of inspi-
ration. There was a slightly higher response from L. 6
students who were closer to completing their projects
which are reflected in the feedback below:

The visual abstract helped me add a visual aspect to my
research project question. It helped me start asking the
right questions and see if my research question would
be able to be sustained for the whole of the research
project. It made me think of different ways I can
research as well as other points of view I can look at.
It also helped me pinpoint keywords which will help
me in my research but also highlight the issues I
may come across especially for primary research.
(Student 1.)

The VRA also received positive comments from aca-
demics involved in a peer learning and knowledge
exchange process, validating L. 6 written work across
the university:

I was very struck by the engaging style, as well as clarity,
of the VRA posters and presentations. Also, many of the
diagrams communicate this research process to stu-
dents, I would be really interested to promote it as
part of the undergraduate teaching materials for the dis-
sertation. (Senior lecturer/contextual studies - Creative
Arts and Events Management)

Q4. How deep a level did you engage with the visual
research processes to source inspiration/data for the
dissertation research? This took the breadth of
resources a step further with almost 70% of final year
students planning to engage quite deeply and 90% of
second-year students planning to engage quite deeply
to very deeply (the highest end of the scale). Again it
was interesting to compare L. 6 completed project
responses with L. 5 anticipated project responses.

Q5. How well did your visual research for the disser-
tation relate to your final major project?

The majority of L. 6 students thought their work was
related very well to their final major project and the
majority of L. 5 students thought their work was related
quite well to their proposed projects. The timing and
proximity of the project could be a factor in the differ-
ent responses.

The A3 poster was helpful because it made the idea of
my dissertation seem less intimidating as it was more
visual-based which is how I work. It was a nice way
to associate imagery with our question and help narrow
it down in a visual way. I think it was a nice way to kick
start our final major project alongside our dissertation.
(Student 2.)

Q6.How deep a level did your theoretical research for the
dissertation relate to your final major project? The
responses from both L. 6 and L. 5 were slightly less
confident than the visually related question, however,
the responses were evenly spread from reasonably to
very deep and academics confirmed the majority of
research projects at L. 6 were aligned to the student’s
field of research.

Q7. How well did the visual research poster help to
navigate the theoretical structure of the written disser-
tation? and Q8. How deep a level did you engage with
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the visual research poster to help to understand/navi-
gate the theoretical structure of the written dissertation?

Interestingly 100% of the final year students thought the
VRA would help them to navigate and understand the
theoretical structure of the research project quite well.

The following student’s response uses the words daunt-
ing, indicating their initial fear of writing:

I thought doing the abstract was really helpful to get me
started with writing. The idea of writing my full intro-
duction was quite daunting, however, starting off by
doing a visual abstract encouraged me to actually
print it out and have it on my wall as a visual tool to
refer back to. (Student 3.)

Of the second-year students, a lower response of 60%
thought the VRA would help them to navigate and
understand the theoretical structure of the research
project quite well yet their response to the depth of
engagement was lower. Again timing and proximity
of the project could be a factor in drawing comparisons
between completed projects at L. 6 and an initial brief at
L. 5.

Q9. How would you describe your completed poster/
abstract? Only L. 6 students were asked this question
and 100% responded to completing it quite well which
was a confident standard of their achievement and
helped to personally evaluate their VRA at the end of
the project.

5. Conclusions and implications

Following the submission of the L. 6 undergraduate
research projects several academics within the arts uni-
versity environment were invited to form a panel as part
of an internal verification process; the university’s more
formal structure to improve teaching and learning and
identify examples of good practice associated with dis-
sertation research. This process produced some
additional comments which are reflected in the con-
cluding remarks and emphasise the importance of

Table 1. VRA student survey results (100% stacked bar chart).

Table 2. Emerging categories from the VRA student survey data.
Category Question

Interest in usage Q1. Have you at any time produced a
visual research poster in an
educational setting?

Understanding
Conscious generation of ideas
Preparation for creative
scholarship

Q2. How well did you understand the
brief for the research project where a
visual research poster/abstract is a
requirement?

Resources
Engagement
Authentic research
Visual communication

Q.3 How wide a search (range of
resources used) did you conduct to
source inspiration/data for the visual
research poster/abstract?

Q4. How deep a level did you engage
with the visual research processes to
source inspiration/data for the
dissertation research?

Relationship
Align field of research
Real-world practice
Develops key transferable skills

Q5. How well did your visual research
for the dissertation relate to your final
major project?

Q6. How deep a level did your
theoretical research for the
dissertation relate to your final major
project?

Facilitate and navigate
Theoretical structure
Encourage inclusivity

Q7. How well did the visual research
poster help to navigate the
theoretical structure of the written
dissertation?

Q8. How deep a level did you engage
with the visual research poster to
help to understand/navigate the
theoretical structure of the written
dissertation?

Personal evaluation
overallContextualise
experience

Q9. How would you describe your
completed visual research poster?
(L.6 only)
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creative thinking and visual communication in a quali-
tative research project:

The inclusion of the visual research poster advances
students in terms of their theoretical and cognitive
understanding of the research process, and the theories
and methodologies associated with developing an aca-
demic dissertation. (Senior lecturer/contextual studies
- Visual Communication)

This additional feedback helped to contextualise the stu-
dent feedback and see where the pedagogy might
develop in terms of limitations and future research
and recommendations for education/industry.

5.1. Limitations and future research

It is acknowledged that this study has several limit-
ations. First, it was conducted at a small regionally-
focused institution where many of the courses had
evolved from vocational backgrounds and often where
innovation may take more time to become firmly estab-
lished (Davidson et al., 2009).

Secondly, when reflecting on the student question-
naire the research could aim to define what skills or
expertise did students think they had developed?
Often it is difficult to quantify this until you have con-
textualised the experience and although students may
not have recognised the inextricable links between
their research skills and transferable skills. This is an
area that could be further explored through alumni stu-
dents comparing data using structured equation analy-
sis and evaluating levels of attainment with graduate
employment skills. This verification process feedback
goes some way in explaining this:

One thing I think that is so useful is being able to relate
the theoretical principles to real-world practice. This is
especially important for students who might struggle
with theory and EAL students for whom theoretical
descriptions and concepts might be challenging (they’ve
got to understand the vocabulary, in context, before
they can process the concept). The ability to ‘ground’
theory in real and visual practice makes it so much
more meaningful for students. (Lecturer - English for
Academic Purposes)

And lastly, the research could go further back by finding
out the student participant routes into higher education.

5.2. Recommendations for education/industry

The benefits of this project are ongoing. The findings in
Phases I and II indicated that the visual dissertation for-
mat, VRA, was useful as a pedagogical strategy in order
to explore the conventional versus alternative forms of
undergraduate research and benefited fashion design
education in order to ‘navigate the fuzzy front-end’

(Harvey & Smal, 2021) of the creative journey and
lead to acknowledged industry skills in the fashion
industry.

The opportunities for collaboration and a shared
approach to new and innovative teaching solutions are
welcomed by the wider academic community and are
reflected in this academic’s feedback:

I’d love to share this material with my colleague - we
often use mind mapping strategies to help students
plan their dissertations, but this slightly more struc-
tured approach seems particularly helpful. I’ve been
reading a bit about the use of creative writing or draw-
ing as a way to approach academic writing and am very
interested in continuing to research these visual areas.
(Lecturer - English for Academic Purposes)

It is expected that the VRA can be further
implemented in the undergraduate and postgraduate
curriculum and that alternative forms of teaching can
be used as part of knowledge exchange across a wide
range of subject areas within a creative arts university
environment.
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